A new recombinant factor VIII: from genetics to clinical use
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Abstract: Advances in recombinant technology and knowledge about coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) are building a platform for new therapeutic options in patients with hemophilia A. The development of turoctocog alfa, a novel, high-purity, third-generation, B-domain truncated recombinant FVIII, has been produced and formulated without the use of animal-derived or human serum-derived components, in the wake of understanding of the new biochemical characteristics of FVIII, namely its protein structure, and glycosylation and sulfating patterns. Culture conditions and a five-step purification process have been developed to optimize the safety of turoctocog alfa. The results of two pilot clinical trials using turoctocog alfa confirmed high safety levels, with no patient developing inhibitors during the period of observation. The purpose of this review is to describe briefly the molecular and biological properties of turoctocog alfa, together with details of its clinical development, with emphasis on the needs of patients with hemophilia A.
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Introduction

Coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) is the nonenzymatic cofactor of activated factor IX (FIXa) in the activation of factor X (FX). When proteolytically activated, FVIIia interacts with FIXa to form a tight noncovalent complex on the membrane phospholipids of activated platelets that binds to and converts FX to the activated proteinase form (FXa).

Hemophilia A is an X chromosome-linked bleeding disorder caused by mutations in the gene coding for FVIII. Patients with mild, moderate, and severe disease have a deficiency of FVIII activity in plasma with levels of 5%–40%, 1%–5%, and <1%, respectively. Patients with severe hemophilia A are at risk of uncontrolled and often spontaneous hemorrhages into joints, muscles, or internal organs, or excessive bleeding after injury or surgery. Recurrent bleeding episodes may lead to progressive arthropathy and muscle contractures, often associated with chronic pain and disability.

FVIII replacement therapy has been the cornerstone in the treatment of hemophilia and has progressed over time from the use of blood transfusions to the use of cryoprecipitates in the 1960s, plasma-derived FVIII (pdFVIII) concentrates in the 1970s, and recombinant products in the 1990s. Manufacture of recombinant FVIII (rFVIII) evolved over decades and provided products that were classified depending on whether animal-derived or human-derived proteins were used during manufacturing and in the final formulation.

This article reviews the molecular aspects relevant for full functionality of rFVIII and translates the advances of a novel rFVIII, turoctocog alfa, in the setting of its
specific pharmacological properties and safety profile as assessed in trials involving patients with hemophilia A.7,8

**Recombinant FVIII products**

rFVIII products were developed to improve the safety of pdFVIII concentrates. Three different generations of rFVIII products are currently available, including:6 first-generation products using animal-derived proteins in the cell culture medium and human serum albumin in the final formulation to stabilize FVIII; second-generation products using human-derived proteins in the culture medium but with no albumin added in the final formulation; and third-generation products manufactured with no animal or human proteins other than FVIII either during processing or in the final formulation.

Table 1 reports the characteristics of licensed rFVIII products compared with turoctocog alfa.6,15 rFVIII molecules may be full-length, B-domain-deleted, or B-domain-truncated. The B-domain is generally believed to be unnecessary for coagulant activity; however, the novel properties of this domain in the life cycle of FVIII and in the immune response of hemophilia patients have been gradually revealed.16,17 Moreover, the cellular host system and culture conditions are of the utmost importance for the pattern of post-translational modifications in gene therapy constructs.1 Table 1 also lists a number of methods for inactivation/removal of contaminating pathogens (eg, ultrafiltration, solvent/detergent, nanofiltration) that have been gradually added to successive generations of products to enhance their safety, not only as regards known pathogens but also unknown agents, eg, prions. As part of this progress, development of a new rFVIII molecule by engineering its physiochemical properties is of great interest in the improvement of clinical outcomes.

**Molecular characterization of rFVIII**

**Protein structure**

The human FVIII gene is localized on the long arm of the X chromosome and consists of 26 exons and introns, for a total length of 9 kbp in coding sequence.18,19 Sinusoidal endothelial and Kupffer cells in the liver are the major site of FVIII expression.20,21 The gene encodes a large precursor glycoprotein of 2,332 amino acid residues (the maximum length),20 consisting of six structural domains and three acidic subdomains, organized in a heavy chain [A1(a1)A2(a2)B] and light chain [(a3)A3C1C2], as shown in Figure 1.

Every domain plays a physiological role (see below) throughout the life cycle of FVIII, from biosynthesis to clearance. A particular case is the 908 amino acid residue B-domain, which does not seem to be required for FVIII clotting activity but is important for processing, intracellular transport, and secretion of FVIII protein.16 Today we could not definitely exclude potential post-secretion B-domain role during FVIII activation, platelet binding, and inactivation.16 The B-domain is partially removed from mature FVIII, so that several truncated B-domain variants of FVIII circulate in the bloodstream. Complete or partial deletions of the B-domain are not associated with significant differences in procoagulant properties of these FVIII variants.16

Twenty years of experimental research have shown that engineering B-domain deletions results in increased FVIII secretion in most expression systems.1,16 A variant chosen among progressively finer B-domain truncated forms with a linker peptide of 14 residues has shown useful pharmaceutical properties (ie, improved efficiency of manufacturing, long-term stability); this so-called B-domain-deleted FVIII was developed clinically as a second-generation and third-generation product.22,23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Product (manufacturer)</th>
<th>FVIII</th>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Culture medium</th>
<th>Stabilizer</th>
<th>Purification/viral inactivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>Recombinate® (Baxter BioScience)</td>
<td>Full-length</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>Bovine serum albumin</td>
<td>Human albumin</td>
<td>IAC/IEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Kogenate® FS (Bayer Healthcare)</td>
<td>Full-length</td>
<td>BHK</td>
<td>Human plasma protein solution</td>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>IAC/IEC/SD/UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Helixate® FS (CSL Behring)</td>
<td>Full-length</td>
<td>BHK</td>
<td>Human plasma protein solution</td>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>IAC/IEC/SD/UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Advate® (Baxter Healthcare)</td>
<td>Full-length</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Trehalose</td>
<td>IAC/IEC/SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Xinhla/Refacto® AF (Pfizer)</td>
<td>B-domain-deleted</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>IAC/IEC/SD/NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Turoctocog alfa® (Novo Nordisk)</td>
<td>B-domain truncated</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>IAC/IEC/SD/NF/SE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Data from.7,15

**Abbreviations:** BHK, baby hamster kidney; CHO, Chinese hamster ovary; FVIII, factor VIII; IAC, immunoaffinity chromatography; IEC, ion exchange chromatography; NF, nanofiltration; SD, solvent/detergent treatment; SE, size exclusion; UF, ultrafiltration.
**Physiological sulfation of rFVIII**

Sulfation is required for full activity of FVIII. When rFVIII is expressed in the presence of chlorate, a potent inhibitor of protein sulfation, or when tyrosine residues are replaced by other amino acids, the functional activity of secreted FVIII is reduced 5-fold.²⁴

Post-translational cellular processing of the FVIII precursor enables sulfation of tyrosine residues in the Golgi apparatus, mediated by a sulfotransferase.²⁵ There are six potential tyrosine sulfation sites on the FVIII molecule, ie, four on the heavy chain (at amino acid residues 346, 718, 719, and 723) and two on the light chain (residues 1664 and 1680).²⁴ All the six sulfation sites are required to modulate FVIII activity (Table 2).²⁶,²⁷ Sulfation of key tyrosine residues is crucial not only for the function of FVIII, but also for its stability and binding to von Willebrand factor (VWF).²⁴,²⁶,²⁷

When therapeutic FVIII concentrate (not containing VWF) is infused into patients, complex formation between FVIII and VWF occurs within seconds.²⁸ In the circulating complex, VWF serves as a chaperone, protecting FVIII from premature inactivation (cleavage by FXa and activated protein C), thereby helping to maintain a constant level of circulating FVIII.²⁹,³⁰ Lack of interaction between FVIII and VWF may impair the pharmacokinetics of FVIII. Mutations in the binding sites for VWF (eg, Trp 2229) may induce a conformational change in FVIII, rendering the molecule antigenically distinct from wild-type FVIII.³¹,³² Therefore, physical interaction between FVIII and VWF may modulate the immunogenicity of FVIII, ie, mask epitopes and prevent entry of FVIII into antigen-presenting cells.³³ In the absence of binding to VWF, infused rFVIII remains free in the circulation and is therefore more easily targeted by the immune system.³³

It has been reported that rFVIII products contain a variable proportion of protein that is unable to bind VWF.³⁴ Recent studies have shown that this may be attributable to the lack of Tyr-1680 sulfation.³⁵-³⁷ In summary, the potential impact of FVIII sulfation and, in particular of tyrosine 1680, on the functionality and immunogenicity of FVIII deserves further attention.

**Molecular instability**

The FVIII molecule is intrinsically unstable because it has inherently labile structural elements. An example is the amino acid backbone, which has the potential to undergo acid-base and redox reactions and is also prone to temperature-dependent, pH-dependent, and concentration-dependent precipitation.³⁹,⁴⁰
FVIII concentrates are prone to supramolecular aggregation as a result of their colloidal properties. This latest aspect has caused speculation about differential immunogenicity of rFVIII products since baby hamster kidney cells produce more FVIII protein in aggregate form, which could affect tertiary structure and recognition by the immune system.

If left unaddressed, molecular instability could impact the pharmacological properties of FVIII products. To address these issues, molecular level technologies can be employed to ameliorate its physicochemical properties, because design of rFVIII with improved efficacy can be achieved by optimization of drug molecular stability.

Several functional properties can be ascribed to the carbohydrate moieties of a highly glycosylated protein such as FVIII. Glycosylation influences stability and modulates immunogenic properties. Some glycans carried by rFVIII but not by pdFVIII products may increase the level of antigenicity. Stability is also attributed to the conservation of binding sites for metals. It was demonstrated that the stability of a new rFVIII is assured by two metal binding sites, one in domain A3 for Cu²⁺ and one in domain A1 for Zn²⁺, determined by X-ray fluorescence and X-ray crystallography.

The intrinsic stability of rFVIII has to be preserved under a number of conditions, from the manufacturing process and lyophilization to storage and continuous infusion. A stable product without alterations in its protein characteristics and a very low propensity to form aggregates is desired.

### Clinical issues with rFVIII treatment

Prophylaxis is considered gold standard for patients with severe hemophilia; even secondary or “tertiary” prophylaxis have been shown to have more beneficial effects than treatment on demand. Research on newer rFVIII products is rapidly progressing to meet a number of needs, including but not limited to, the efficacy and safety of prophylactic treatment.

In terms of the main adverse effects, the most serious complication of replacement therapy for hemophilia A is the occurrence of neutralizing alloantibodies (inhibitors) against administered FVIII. Approximately 25%–30% of severely affected patients (FVIII: C<1%) develop inhibitors, typically during the first 20–50 days of exposure.

Agents that bypass inhibitors, such as recombinant activated factor VII and activated prothrombin complex concentrates, are available to control and prevent bleeding; however, their efficacy is suboptimal compared with FVIII replacement therapy. Induction of immune tolerance is the main treatment option for eradicating inhibitors and has high success rates (60%–80%), although it is extremely demanding and costly. Genetic background and acquired factors interplay and contribute to development of inhibitors. Treatment-related determinants include age at first FVIII exposure, treatment intensity (dose and frequency of infusions) and modality (prophylactic or on-demand regimens), and factors linked to concentrate source and type (ie, rFVIII versus pdFVIII, B-domain-deleted versus full-length FVIII).

In recent years, three systematic reviews were carried out to address the issue of immunogenicity of plasma-derived rFVIII and rFVIII in previously untreated patients. However, due to a number of methodological limitations, mainly differences in study design and patient populations, no conclusive and definite answer has been provided.

In addition, it has to be considered that the above-mentioned meta-analyses compared products grouped into two classes, although each class included heterogeneous FVIII derivatives; in particular, pdFVIII can be either of high, low, or intermediate purity, or with or without VWF content, while rFVIII can differ in terms of manufacturing process, cell line, and molecular structure (Table 1). Recently, in a large prospective study of previously untreated patients, the second-generation, full-length rFVIII derived from a baby hamster kidney cell line was associated with a higher risk of development of inhibitors than the third-generation, full-length rFVIII derived from a Chinese hamster ovary cell line, and this unexpected finding has no plausible biological explanation to date.

Conflicting results were also provided by meta-analyses of studies carried out in previously treated patients. In this context, some authors have reported an increased incidence of de novo inhibitors with B-domain-deleted rFVIII in comparison with full-length rFVIII. In contrast, a subsequent meta-analysis was not able to show any significant difference in the risk of inhibitors associated with use of different rFVIII products in previously treated patients.

### Turoctocog alfa

Current rFVIII products have a high degree of safety and efficacy; however, improvement is still possible. New bioengineering technologies are being actively applied in the search for new recombinant products, and some of them are in preclinical or clinical development. Turoctocog alfa is the first of these new products to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration and European Medicines Agency. Turoctocog alfa is a novel, third-generation, B-domain truncated rFVIII produced and formulated without the use of animal-derived or human serum-derived components.
Cell line
Chinese hamster ovary cells were transfected with the turoctocog alfa-coding plasmid and selected with the dihydrofolate reductase system, leading to a clonal suspension of producer cells cultivated in medium free of animal components. A chemically defined and animal component-free growth medium was used for large-scale fermentation.

Manufacturing process
The advanced purification techniques utilized for production of turoctocog alfa led to a final product formulated without albumin and animal-derived or human-derived materials. The manufacturing process involves a five-step procedure:

1. Solvent/detergent inactivation to eliminate potential viral contaminants endowed with lipid envelopes.
2. Immunoaffinity chromatography that allows isolation of pure molecules of rFVIII utilizing a monoclonal F25 antibody directed against the integral A2 domain of the heavy chain, including residue 740 of the amino acid sequence; this step excludes incomplete molecules, particularly those with damage to the heavy chain in the position of greatest instability, 720, being a primary inactivating site by proteolysis. A recombinant monoclonal antibody directed against the A2 domain is produced in the same cell line used for production of turoctocog alfa, and it is developed in an animal component- and serum- free process.
3. Ion-exchange chromatography to remove impurities produced by the cell line, and electrical charges to remove impurities in a further purification step.
4. Nanofiltration, where a 20 nm pore size filter is used to remove potential viruses, including those with a protein envelope, such as Parvovirus.
5. A gel filtration step to provide the pure protein, turoctocog alfa, eliminating aggregated/agglutinated forms of the protein.

Protein
The primary structure of the turoctocog alfa protein (also called N8) has been identified by a combination of amino acid sequencing, peptide mapping, and mass spectrometry. In turoctocog alfa, the 908 amino acid residue wild-type B-domain was reduced to a 21 amino acid residue linker. This has the sequence SFSQNSRHPSONPPVLKRHQR. The sequence represents ten amino residues from the N-terminal of the original B-domain linked to 11 amino acid residues from the C-terminal of the B-domain. Attention must be paid to the last four amino acid residues (R), which represent the sequence RXXR (where X is a random residue). This motif is the site where the protease furin cleaves the single-chain precursor of FVIII, giving rise to a light and heavy chain in the Golgi apparatus. Thus, the short but functionally complete B-linker efficiently facilitates the expression of FVIII heavy (A1-A2-linker) and light (A3-C1-C2) chains indistinguishable from those formed from full-length FVIII.

In addition, the last 20 amino acid residues of the heavy chain represent an acidic subdomain, being the region required for optimal interaction with thrombin and other proteins. In particular, this is the point where FVIII is cleaved by thrombin. The light chain of N8 was found to consist of two similar species implicated in the formation of tenase. Both of these light chain variants are known to be present in pdFVIII. These specific features of the primary structure of turoctocog alfa highlight the fact that the molecule was developed with the goal of producing smaller but more efficient bioengineered FVIII.

Glycosylation
Manufacturing of turoctocog alfa was a key advance in bioengineering the glycosylation pathways of the expression system. The aim was to synthesize an rFVIII with the most “humanized” glycosylation possible. The glycoengineering efforts toward improvement of mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) glycosylation has been directed to eliminating immunogenic glycotopes in turoctocog alfa.

Post-translational modifications of turoctocog alfa include N-linked and O-linked glycosylations. Prevalent N-linked glycosylation sites occur at the terminal amide groups of asparagine (Asn) residues present in the Asn-X-Thr/Ser sequence. O-linked glycosylation refers to linkage of carbohydrate structures at the serine (Ser) or threonine (Thr) residues through the Asn-X-Thr/Ser motif.

Within the A and C domains of FVIII there are N-linked glycosylations at four Asn residues, ie, Asn41, Asn239, Asn1810, and Asn2118. The position of the four N-glycosylation sites known from pdFVIII were all confirmed in turoctocog alfa by mass spectrometry of peptide fragments derived from the tryptic map.

No significant differences were found between rFVIII and pdFVIII with regard to their oligosaccharide profiles. In both, the glycomap of N-linked glycans characterizes the chains linked to Asn41 and Asn1810 as core fucosylated and biantennary chains complex structures, with one or two sialic acids Asn239 carrying high-mannose, hybrid and complex structures and Asn2118 carrying only high-mannose structures. The O-linked glycosylation sites of FVIII are prevalent on the B-domain, where at least seven carbohydrate structures
have been reported. The linker N8 sequence includes one of these sites at Ser in position Ser750. Curiously, this is the only O-linked glycan for which the precise location and structure on FVIII is known. The O-glycan composition of N8 is a doubly sialylated disaccharide, which is a common eukaryotic O-linked glycan. This structure was confirmed by consecutive enzymatic digestion of N8. The site is glycosylated in approximately 65% of turoctocog alfa.

In brief, the oligosaccharide structures of the novel rFVIII and pdFVIII are very similar, with mainly small, quantitative differences, and heterogeneous glycosylation is present in both products.

### Sulfation

Analysis of turoctocog alfa for the degree of sulfation demonstrated that all six tyrosine sulfation sites are utilized. Detection and quantification of tyrosine sulfation in turoctocog alfa was performed with care because sulfation is a potentially labile modification. Chromatographic and mass spectrometric techniques after tryptic digestion provided the following results: a sulfated tyrosine residue in position 346 of the heavy chain in a single high performance liquid chromatography fraction; three other heavy chain sulfated tyrosines (residues 718, 719, and 723) in three different high-performance liquid chromatography fractions and mass analysis; and the presence of the last two sulfated residues (light chain tyrosine 1664 and 1680) in the individual peptide isolated from tryptic digestion of native N8.

All these six sulfated residues are located in the acidic regions of domains A1, A2, and A3.

Despite technical difficulties with high molecular weight proteins like FVIII, particular attention has been paid to sulfation of tyrosine 1680, because it could impact on binding to VWF. Recently, it has become possible to determine the degree of Tyr1680 sulfation in different rFVIII products (by nanoliquid chromatography coupled with electrospray tandem mass spectrometry). The percentage of nonsulfated Tyr1680 ranged from 1% to 6.5% for second-generation rFVIII to up to 15% for third-generation rFVIII, while the percentage of nonsulfated pdFVIII was negligible. These results were confirmed in a second study using a proteomics analysis technique (Table 3).

In summary, turoctocog alfa is sulfated in all tyrosine moieties. This full sulfation was stable for a year in an end-of-shelf life analysis, an indication for physiological stability in circulation. Moreover, a number of molecular interventions have been shown to stabilize turoctocog alfa against almost all of the major physicochemical instability factors encountered during manufacturing, storage, and clinical use. Improved long-term stability was obtained for turoctocog alfa to accommodate a variety of everyday living conditions in hemophilic patients and make treatment feasible with ease in any situation.

### Clinical development

The clinical development plan for turoctocog alfa, known as the Guardian™ program, has involved several pharmacokinetic, field, efficacy, and safety trials. Two Phase III trials investigated the safety and efficacy of turoctocog alfa in previously treated patients, i.e., Guardian 1 in adult/adolescent patients ≥12 years and Guardian 3 in pediatric patients aged <12 years. Overall, the two trials included 210 previously treated patients with severe hemophilia A, involving 150 adults exposed to turoctocog alfa for a mean of 85 (11–172) days and 60 pediatric patients treated for a mean of 60 (range 20–104) exposure days.

The two Phase III Guardian trials specifically evaluated the incidence of inhibitors in previously treated patients, potential immunogenicity and neoantigenicity of rFVIII leading to neutralizing antibodies being the main objective of
the studies. One adult patient was excluded from the analysis because of a positive inhibitor test at baseline. Interestingly, this patient received 13 infusions of turoctocog alfa with no recurrence of inhibitors. Patients in the two trials could continue turoctocog alfa in the ongoing long-term safety and efficacy Guardian 3 extension trial.

With regard to adverse events other than development of inhibitors, a total of six nonserious events were evaluated by the investigators as possibly or probably related to turoctocog alfa, comprising four in the adult trial (hypertension, sinus tachycardia, and insomnia in a 27-year-old patient; raised liver enzymes in a 37-year-old patient) and two in the pediatric trial (confusion and incorrect dose administration in one patient).

Over and above these pivotal studies in previously treated patients, and as required by regulatory authorities, the Guardian 4 trial is ongoing to assess the safety and efficacy of turoctocog alfa in previous untreated patients.

Conclusion
The development of turoctocog alfa as a new option for the treatment of hemophilia A was based on advanced bioengineering techniques to address unresolved molecular issues concerning rFVIII products. The novelty of turoctocog alfa required adequate and extensive documentation of clinical safety and efficacy. Phase III trials met their primary endpoint regarding the safety of turoctocog alfa, with no induction of FVIII inhibitors. In the ongoing extension phase of about 3 years, the prophylactic turoctocog alfa regimen resulted in stabilization of bleeding rates at a low level. Future studies will add further important information to the database regarding the long-term safety and efficacy of turoctocog alfa in specific patient populations.
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